Complaints Handling Policy
Random Lengths aims to provide its subscribers with timely news and quality pricing information on the
forest products markets that meet the highest standards. In the event that a customer has a question,
wishes to raise issues or provide feedback, we provide several levels of service designed to handle
complaints.
I.

Routine Inquiries: Most inquiries can be handled by the reporter responsible for specific
pricing. If you would like a number or methodology double-checked, the reporter will open an
inquiry and consult with his/her team leader before providing you with a response.

II.

Escalation to the Editor of Random Lengths: If you are not satisfied with the response at this
level, or if you have any concerns, you may immediately contact Random Length’s Editor (see
contact details below).

III.

Escalation above Random Lengths personnel: To escalate your concern regarding any type of
issue (e.g. market value, proposed price assessment changes, applications of methodology in
relation to a specific price assessment and other editorial decisions in relation to price
assessment processes), you should submit your complaint in writing to Random
Lengths/Fastmarkets Risk & Compliance Manager.
You should include your name, company, contact details, and details of the specific issue under
dispute.

IV.

Complaints Policy Process: The Risk & Compliance Manager will independently investigate any
formal complaints in a timely and fair manner. The team will consult with the Divisional
Director where necessary and appropriate to do so. Once a complaint is received, it will be
acknowledged in writing within three business days; Fastmarkets’ Risk & Compliance Team will
also log the issue in our Complaints Register before promptly commencing an investigation.
A written response to the complainant will be provided within 28 days from the date of receipt
of the complaint. The response will include details on how the investigation was carried out,
an explanation of our decision and our planned or completed actions as a result where
applicable.

V.

Appeals for Review Process: After going through the complaints process, you have the option
to appeal any aspect of how the complaint was handled or further question any of the pricing
and methodology explanations.
How to: You may initiate the appeals for review process, by informing Euromoney Institutional
Investor plc’s Head of Risk & Compliance that you are not satisfied with how your formal
complaint was handled and/or its results. All such appeals for review are also reviewed by
Fastmarkets Managing Director and Risk & Compliance Manager.
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Recourse to Appropriate Independent Third Party: If a complainant is dissatisfied with the
way a complaint has been handled then an appropriate independent third party may be
appointed to resolve the complaint, within six months of the date of written submission of the
original complaint. The cost of the independent third-party engagement shall be borne by
Fastmarkets in the event that the complaint is upheld and otherwise borne by the
complainant.

Important Notes
Please Note: You must make your written complaint, appeal for review and recourse to an independent
third party, if necessary, within six months of the date of the original complaint.
Also, please note that all formal complaints and feedback received will be documented in our Complaints
Register and we will retain all documentation related to the complaint for a minimum of five years.

Group Structure
Euromoney Institutional Investors PLC (parent)
Fastmarkets (price reporting agency (PRA))
Fastmarkets MB, Fastmarkets AMM, Fastmarkets IM, Fastmarkets RISI, Fastmarkets FOEX and Random
Lengths (PRA news services/publications)

Random Lengths Contact Details
General complaints email:
editors@rlpi.com
Shawn Church
Editor, Random Lengths
Reporting Assignments: Western S-P-F; Veneer.
shawn@rlpi.com
Jeff Redd
Editor, Daily WoodWire
Reporting Assignments: Green Douglas Fir;
Coast Dry Framing; OSB North/Canada.
jeff@rlpi.com
Pete Malliris
Editor, Random Lengths International
Reporting Assignments: Eastside & Central SYP;
Treated SYP; OSB South.
pete@rlpi.com

Craig Murphy
Editor, Yardstick
Reporting Assignments: Eastern S-P-F; Cedar;
Shakes & Shingles; Western Plywood.
craig@rlpi.com
Ted Shorack
Associate Editor
Reporting Assignments: Westside SYP; Shop;
Southern Plywood.
ted@rlpi.com
Joe Pruski
Associate Editor
Reporting Assignments: Inland Dry Framing;
Boards; Euro Boards; Particleboard & MDF.
joe@rlpi.com
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Fastmarkets Contact Details:
Risk and Compliance Team
riskandcompliance@fastmarkets.com
Senior managers
Raju Daswani
Managing Director
rdaswani@fastmarkets.com
Toby Burton
Chief Financial & Operating Officer
toby.burton@fastmarkets.com
Tim Bratton
General Counsel
tim.bratton@euromoneyplc.com
Matt Graves
Senior VP Indices, Fastmarkets Forest Products
mgraves@fastmarkets.com
Dan Klein
CEO, Fastmarkets Forest Products
dklein@fastmarkets.com
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